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Israel



Lamentation
OT:7015 (AMOS 5:1 & 8:10)

qiynah (kee-naw'); from OT:6969; a dirge (as accompanied by beating 

the breasts or on instruments):

KJV - lamentation.

OT:6969

quwn (koon); a primitive root; to strike a musical note, i.e. chant or wail 

(at a funeral):

KJV - lament, mourning woman.

OT:5092 (AMOS 5:16)

nehiy (neh-hee'); from OT:5091; an elegy:

KJV - lamentation, wailing.

OT:5091

nahah (naw-haw'); a primitive root; to groan, i.e. bewail; hence 

(through the idea of crying aloud), to assemble (as if on proclamation):

KJV - lament, wail.
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Seven Stars (Pleiades - Seven Sisters)
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Hubble Deep Field Study



Lamentation
OT:7015 (AMOS 5:1 & 8:10)

qiynah (kee-naw'); from OT:6969; a dirge (as accompanied by beating 

the breasts or on instruments):

KJV - lamentation.

OT:6969

quwn (koon); a primitive root; to strike a musical note, i.e. chant or wail 

(at a funeral):

KJV - lament, mourning woman.

OT:5092 (AMOS 5:16)

nehiy (neh-hee'); from OT:5091; an elegy:

KJV - lamentation, wailing.

OT:5091

nahah (naw-haw'); a primitive root; to groan, i.e. bewail; hence 

(through the idea of crying aloud), to assemble (as if on proclamation):

KJV - lament, wail.



ViolsOT:5035

nebel (neh'-bel); or nebel (nay'-bel); from OT:5034; a skin-bag for 

liquids (from collapsing when empty); hence, a vase (as similar in 

shape when full); also a lyre (as having a body of like form):

KJV - bottle, pitcher, psaltery, vessel, viol.
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Fables

NT:3454 

muthos (moo'-thos); perhaps from the same as 

NT:3453 (through the idea of tuition); a tale, i.e. 

fiction ("myth"):

KJV - fable.

NT:3453 

mueo (moo-eh'-o); from the base of NT:3466; to 

initiate, i.e. (by implication) to teach:

KJV - instruct.



Calneh (Calno) & Hamath



-Next Week-
Gordon - Jonah  


